Sensitivity to reinforcement in successive and delayed discriminations.
Pigeons' responses were recorded in successive 15-s subintervals of 60-s components of several multiple variable-interval schedules of food reinforcement. In the standard multiple schedule or successive discrimination, discriminative stimuli were present throughout each component. In the delayed discrimination or memory procedure, red or green stimuli were present in the first 15 s of components and were followed by a white stimulus for the remainder of both components. Ratios of responses in the first 15 s of the two components, where discriminative stimuli were present, were sensitive to ratios of reinforcers obtained in the two components, to the same extent in both multiple and memory procedures. In both procedures, sensitivity to reinforcement decreased systematically over component subintervals, but to a greater extent in the memory procedure where discriminative stimuli were absent. The reduction in sensitivity with time since presentation of prior discriminative stimuli in the memory procedure was therefore influenced by two main factors: delayed stimulus control by the discriminative stimuli presented earlier in the component, and a decrease in sensitivity to reinforcement with increasing time since component alternation.